Cumbling book - the path to success
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Many students are sincerely believe that the key to success in the exam is, of course, the test book,
which in this period has the so-called "magical force." That is why many student signs associated
with a prosperous surrender of the session are just belonging to the dutch, which, by the way, must
still be present on the exam.
How to get rid of excitement before the exam?
According to the first one, on the eve of the exam, the test book should be revealed to the page,
where the record will be made with the assessment, and after send it to the open window and say
loudly: "Cut the ball". And so three times. Many students are confident that after such a conspiracy,
the examination for the exam will definitely be not lower than "satisfactory."
There is another conspiracy with the publication, but for its implementation it is required at midnight
on the eve of an important exam send a ditch to the Footwork and produce three times: "Falling,
catching, freebies"! Also allowed at this time to go to the balcony with the disclosed credit book and
loudly ask the freebie to help on the exam. If the neighbors independently thompate such an active
student, then in the morning there is a chance to pass the exam safely.
There is also a third option, and for its implementation, it takes again at midnight to put the revealed
dutch at the floor, take a broom, turn five times around my axis, and then you were more with the
words to go to the counters. Close the book and go to bed, and open it in the afternoon for the first
time just before the examiner. Here the main thing is that he does not sneeze to sneeze from dust,
otherwise expose all student witchcraft stuffs.
Household Signals for Student
As practice shows, even the most navel students fear individual will accept, so they avoid them
already at an intuitive level. For example, it is very difficult to meet a student before the exam, which
would have suddenly returned from the newly left at home. If circumstances are obliged, then before
re-output, it is necessary to observe their own reflection in the mirror.
Not very good, a black cat and a grandmother with an empty bucket on beyon are becoming. In
such cases, it is extremely important that neither the first nor the second "conditional pest" could not
go to you the road. If it still happened, then be sure to skip passersby.
When a pedestrian is found on the way to the university, then much depends on his sexuality: a man
- for luck, and a woman - to failure. In this case, nothing can be done, and you can accept the fate.

On the way to the exam, it is not recommended to trample the caps of sewer hatches, otherwise
adverse power engineering penetrates into the body, which can reduce the performance and quality
of knowledge. But close before passing outdoor hatch - to a feat, that is, it is possible that in this
case the exam will pass quite safely. So heroism in this situation will certainly not be superfluous.
Conclusion: So now all readers know what the most common student signs before the exam, and
what are their subtleties. However, it is not always worth believing in these superstitions, because a
person is an independent creator of his future and happiness; And this simple truth is just a sin not
to take advantage of the practice.

